24H of Finale
SECURITY INFO
−

Bikers are reminded that they should assess the characteristics of the route, and take into account the
special problems which might occur if the track becomes wet, and decide whether they are capable
of riding safely in those conditions.

− Individual obstacles and tricky sections of the course should be carefully inspected.
− Blu Bike provides signs:
− at the course start, to inform bikers of the technical level of the circuit
−

on individual difficult stretches signs warn in advance of very technical sections or parts of the
circuit which are more complex

− In general, the highest risks occur when it is raining or slippery. In this case Blu Bike reserves the right to
close the course for security reasons. In wet conditions specialist tyres are recommended
−

Blu Bike staff make regular spot checks on course conditions

−

In case of a mishap, riders must immediately inform the race staff who are on the circuit (by phone or by
speaking to them). If there is a serious accident an unharmed rider must call for help by phoning 112 or 118,
and then report the accident to Blu Bike staff. Please also see the EMEREGENCY PROCEDURES document

− The usual advice is never to move an injured person until the emergency services arrive, or a doctor is present.
− The emergency services, with help from Blu Bike if necessary, will take care of the injured biker,
according to the gravity of the situation and conditions at the accident site.
− The biker is responsible for the good maintenance and control of their bike. There is a workshop in
the paddock area which offers free checks and help with maintenance for all participants, and has a
stock of some of the most commonly used spares.
− Blu Bike has an emergency plan, approved by the emergency medical service 112. This document is
available on our website (see EMERGENCY PROCEDURE). Blu Bike has ensured that everything
is in place so that the Emergency Procedure works. Blu Bike staff and management have been
trained to act according to its provisions.
− Blu Bike, working with local public bodies, organises and runs an advance medical centre for the
whole period of the event, which includes doctors, nurses and military personnel. There are also
recovery experts who specialise in dealing with victims in difficult locations, ambulances equipped
with defibrillators, and off-road emergency vehicles.
− Bikers and others on the race course during the event must sign a declaration that they accept the
risks and give this to Blu Bike. In the case of minors, the declaration must be signed by a parent or
guardian.

